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A Talk Waiting To Be Given
Since 1990, in honor of the former Alumni Relations reunion coordinator at
Brown, the Association of Class Leaders has given the Nan Tracy ’46 Award
annually to a class leader who has given distinguished service to his/her class, the
Association of Class Leaders, and/or the University. This year the award went
to Class of 1958 Co-President James R. (Jim) Moody, who was to have received
it at a ceremony until COVID-19 disrupted plans. Here is the speech he wrote
in preparation for the event that never happened.
I am both humbled and honored to receive the Nan Tracy Award. It is another
accolade for the Class of 1958, which has been an outstanding class for Brown.
We have set records at every major reunion for both attendance and giving. Yes,
these records have been eclipsed as class sizes have grown; but as they say,
“records are made to be broken,” and growth has been great for our University.
I want to note that much of our success is due to the other ’58 Class Officers—
Co-President Sandy McFarland Taylor, Co-VPs Jane Bertram Miluski and Stan
Dobson, Secretary Jill Hirst Scobie and Treasurer Bob Wood. I share this award
with all of them.
I also need to acknowledge my wife, Donna, and say “thank you” to her for
allowing me to devote a lot of time and effort to Brown at the expense of her
loyalty to Kansas University. However, thanks to her I have become a devoted
KU basketball fan. Rock Chalk Jayhawk!
It is not every recipient of this award who had the opportunity to meet Nan Tracy
and her husband, Dick, now departed, almost 60 years ago at several of Chaplain
Charlie Baldwin’s social functions, aka cocktail parties. I also have the honor of
serving with her son Ted on the Engineering Advisory Council. It is nice to
continue that connection.
Brown is a dynamic Institution and so it should be. As I look back on our path to
graduation in 1958, we had distribution credits to fulfill and comprehensive exams
to pass in our majors in order to graduate. Of course, we now have the Open
Curriculum, of which I heartily approve; and are now celebrating the 50th
anniversary of Ira Magaziner’s creative idea. I think it is great that current students
can use this freedom to double-major, as did my son, Jay.
Back in 1958, Brown had both an NROTC and an AFROTC unit, and that is not
the case now. I wish they were still there since ROTC does a lot to minimize the
separation of the U.S. military from the general citizenry. However, I must
commend President Chris Paxson for all she has done to reduce this divide.
(Continued on Page 26)
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CANCELLED

Keep those notes
and emails coming,
so
I had flown to London,
classmates!

It was March 4th. I was scheduled to give a talk at 5 p.m. at the Oxford Union,
spent a
night there, then been driven to Oxford and checked into my hotel. It was mid-afternoon, and as I wandered
through the lobby on my way to the gracious room where tea would be served, my attention was caught by the
poster listing the series of speakers that included me. Except . . .
. . . all of them had cancelled.
Thomas Friedman, in fact, had specifically
cancelled “due to Coronavirus Travel
Restrictions.” I stood there for a moment
thinking (sorry) WTF? What on earth was I
doing there?
I shook my head at my own stupidity, drank
my tea, gave my talk, headed to Heathrow in
the morning, bought hand sanitizer there,
and flew home. I’ve been home ever since.
A new book, On the Horizon, had an official
publication date scheduled for April 7th. I
was supposed to give a keynote speech at a
Texas Library Association convention in
Houston on March 26th, then head off on a
book tour that began in Boston and took me
to New York, Washington, Charlotte,
Nashville, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
None of that happened. Cancelled.
Instead, I holed up, quarantined, in my cottage on the grounds of a
retirement community just outside of Portland, Maine. I’ve been
here now for eleven weeks. What is my life like?
I order groceries to be delivered and left on my porch. One day
recently I let my dog out into the yard without realizing that the
delivery had been made. Alfie grabbed a roasted chicken and buried
it carefully under a forsythia bush.
It was the most exciting thing that happened that day.
Most days I sit at my computer. It was a steep learning curve at
first, but now I can create a PowerPoint presentation, export it into
mp4, and email it to the countless teachers who want me to do a
virtual visit with their homebound students.
I’ve written a new introduction to a book I wrote ten years ago,
now being republished because it deals with the 1918 flu epidemic.
Re-reading the early chapters, I was struck by the grim similarities.
I’ve zoomed and zoomed and zoomed.
I’ve watched all 22 two-part episodes of “Trial & Retribution.”
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I’ve mourned three neighbors, lost to COVID-19.
I’ve started writing a new book. It is set in a different century and has nothing to do with plagues or pestilences. I’m
plagued out.
Keep those notes
I’ve developed a terrific crush on Anthony Fauci. I’d marry him in a heartbeat. Except
that. . .

and emails coming,

classmates!
. . . I already have a spouse. We were supposed to be travelling in the south
of France this month; cancelled,
of course. He’s also a doctor, as it happens: a humanistic, valiant, indefatigable doctor who every year for the past
ten or so has given a talk to the graduating class at Harvard Medical School, his alma mater. He talks to them about
the Oath of Maimonides, which says in part: May I never see in the patient anything but a fellow creature in pain.

That speech was cancelled this year, of course. He wouldn’t have been able to give it anyway. He’s in a hospital bed.
I can’t visit him. He has the coronavirus.
Lois A. Hammersberg Lowry ’58
Postscript, July 2—He is out of the hospital...after two and a half months! ...but still testing positive after 70+ days. They tell me it is
fairly certain he is not infectious at this point. Fingers crossed. Such a strange disease!
—LL

My Colleagues’ Sacrifices Make Me Proud I Chose Medicine
BOCA RATON, Florida, April 13—I guess in most respects my thoughts, concerns and reflections as of mid-April
are pretty similar to my classmates’. We are, after all, in the older population. ( Medical researchers classify the
young/old up to 84, the old/old 85 & up.)
Living in Boca Raton in a gated community I have the luxury of warm weather and beautiful golf courses to gaze
upon during my daily walks.
This enforced isolation has given me the opportunity what is
really important—60 years with Anita, two great kids, their
wonderful families (all in good health), and friends new and old.
My time at Brown of course has been and will always be among
my fondest memories.
I spent 53 years in medical training and practice as an
internist/cardiologist on Long Island. My career was remarkably
fulfilling including 19 years as a trustee at Northwell Health,
now one of the largest health systems in the country and a
prime mover in the current New York health crisis.
My only remotely comparable experience to this pandemic was
my involvement with 9/11 when we drew up hospital
emergency plans to care for survivors. Sadly there were very few
who lived through the bombing so our help wasn’t needed.

Northwell Health Long Island Jewish Hospital

Northwell Health medical staff wear protective gear
to treat coronavirus patients.

I am now in touch with my former partners who report they still go to the hospital daily despite knowing their
personal risks. They tell me our 900-bed hospital is way over census and ventilator use is at maximum. Fortunately,
the pulmonary service has successfully adapted another breathing machine if ventilator shortage occurs.
The chairman of the board told me yesterday the hospital has already taken $1.5 billion from its endowment fund to
replace the shortfall anticipated from canceling elective surgery for the next four months.
These sacrifices both financial and of potential personal health by my colleagues make me proud to have chosen
medicine as a career and have reinforced my hopes that we all make it through this crisis safely.
—Alan Rosenberg ’58, M.D.
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Flight to Sag Harbor

Keep those notes
and some
emailsofcoming,
flight,
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SAG HARBOR, Long Island, New York, June 24—There are many kinds of
story begins with a flight from New York just before the city closed down because of the pandemic.

take. This

On Monday, March 16, 2020, around 11:30 p.m., my wife left my apartment in Greenwich Village to walk a short
two blocks to her co-op, as she had done for the past twenty-four years. But this time an eerie silence prevailed.
Along a street full of bars and restaurants, and usually filled with pedestrians, Cheryl felt uneasy. The next day we
decided to leave the city.
Flight

On the morning of Wednesday, March
18, we left our apartments in
Greenwich Village and headed for our
summer cottage in Sag Harbor. Our
flight depended on good timing and
good luck.
At a nearby subway station we took an
express to Penn Station. The trains
were already sparsely filled, so we
could keep our distance from others.
That was also generally true in Penn
Station itself, then undergoing interior
renovation. We bought one-way LIRR
tickets to Riverhead and waited in the
passenger area of the building for our train to be called.
About ten feet away, a young woman wearing a mask anxiously consulted her mobile phone. A dirty ragged man
came up close to us to demand cash, asserting his hunger, and I gave him two quarters. He stalked away.
A few minutes later, we heard our train called and descended to the track with a much smaller group of passengers
than usual and, as on the subway, we found seats a comfortable distance away from other riders. Still we couldn’t
help observing a bunch of rowdy teens sneezing and coughing while eating sandwiches, then grabbing metal poles
by the exit. Though we were wearing gloves (masks not yet de rigueur), we made sure to exit from the other end of
the car.
Such was the fear we felt of contracting the corona virus. It was invisible but seemed to be lurking everywhere. Who
knew with surety how to avoid it? I later told Cheryl, “I look at everyone as a potential assassin.”
Riverhead

At the Riverhead station, by prearrangement, we were met by a woman from our car dealer. She was driving our car,
which we annually leave for the winter with our dealer, after we close the house for the winter.
When we got to the dealership, Cheryl wanted to test drive a new car that day, as the lease on our old car was about to expire.
We then heard murmurings that non-essential businesses like car dealerships might have to shut down anytime, so we
implored our salesman to make our new car ready the next day. We then drove our old car to Sag Harbor, where we began to
re-open our cottage.

The next day we drove back to Riverhead to pick up our new car. (The following day Governor Cuomo closed all
non-essential businesses, including car dealerships, for what would amount to more than two months.)
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On the way home from Riverhead we decided to stop and buy our first-ever TV set for a house I’ve owned since
1971. We figured that during our isolation, TV would keep us abreast of the larger world.
Once in Sag Harbor, we noticed that there were cars in almost every driveway, unusual for vacation homes in
March. And we soon heard that a horde of other “city people” had sacked the East
End
of Long
Keep
those
notes Island. One news
and emails
coming,
story told of a very rich man who bought three frozen food lockers and stuffed them
with eight
tons of red meat.
classmates!
Apocryphal? Regardless, the locals were bristling with resentment at outsiders, and when we went to our local
supermarket, we understood why: where the paper products used to be, the shelves were bare, and other shelves
had been ransacked, with only a few odd items left on them.
Luckily, in the weeks that followed, our favorite farm stand kept us well fed through emailed orders that we could
prepay and call for, then pack into our own tote bags. The stand has now stopped taking online orders and has
opened to shoppers who wear masks and bring their own shopping bags.
Cellphone Poet

I have published, since 1989, a couple-thousand poems and, since 1995, collected them in over twenty volumes.
Most of my poems show signs of attention to form, even when written in free verse. Without a computer, I knew
I’d have to fit new poems onto my cellphone screen.
My first solution was to write haiku, a brief art-form of seventeen syllables divided into three lines, of approximately
5-7-5 syllables, with a pause at the end of the second line.
Here’s an example of a recent iPhone haiku:
A fawn arcs its neck
to suck a teat - Mom bends
to lick
off afterbirth
Several times, however, I would need more space for other poems, like the one accompanying this essay. Other
places in which my I-poems have or will be published include an annual journal in California, a haiku zine in
Colorado, the international blog New Verse News (Jakarta), and two anthologies published on Long Island. In
some cases I had to beg editors to make exceptions because, computerless and printerless, I was unable to print and
mail my submission.
A few weeks ago I also wrote my fifth children’s book, in verse, on my iPhone.
And now I’ve written this article on my iPhone.
—George Held ’58
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Our Musical Seasons Come to anKeep
End
and emails coming,
classmates!(WMPA) is in its 49th
ALEXANDRIA, Virginia, April 24—Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic Association
year. I have had the good fortune of being its Music Director/Conductor for the past 36 years. Never before has it
had to cease operating in mid-season. By the beginning of March, the Philharmonic had performed three concerts at
two venues in northern Virginia, and our two youth orchestras had performed twice. The Philharmonic received the
most subscriptions ever and audiences were increasing in size. Performance quality had never been higher. Both
youth orchestras were also growing larger with performances better than ever.

The Association was functioning more effectively due to its
extraordinary President Lawrence Ries. Over the past five years
he implemented sensible business practices with excellent
planning strategies. Additionally, much to our amazement, we
attracted a new Executive Director—the former Music Director
of Phillips Gallery in Washington, DC, Caroline Mousset, who
built the music program at the Phillips from a sleepy local
program to one that is internationally renowned. We are very
excited to have her on board. Unfortunately, COVID-19 has
interrupted our immediate plans for the future which included a
gradual move toward a fully professional orchestra.
In early March, I was preparing for a concert on March 29 and
April 31. After two Sunday rehearsals it became clear: we had to
cease all rehearsals and concerts for the immediate future, and
the same was true for the Youth Orchestras. Our rehearsal
venues were closed to all group activities for at least two weeks.
I tentatively moved the Philharmonic’s March and May concerts
ahead by a month. By mid-March we realized that we had to
close shop for the foreseeable future, and that even our free
weekly Sunday chamber music series (June to September) in
Alexandria would probably have to be canceled.
The Board decided they would ask subscribers or ticket holders,
and Youth Orchestra parents, to either donate their unused
WMP subscriptions/tickets, and unused tuition for youth
orchestra members to the Association or apply any unused
portion to help pay for next season’s subscription or tuition, or
ask for reimbursement.

Nancy Redden James ’58 & Ulysses “Jim” James ’58
Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic Association
or the “Association” (WMPA) has three orchestras:
 Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic or the
“Philharmonic” (WMP), an adult, semiprofessional orchestra,
 Washington Metropolitan Youth Orchestra, an
orchestra for high school musicians, and
 Washington Metropolitan Concert Orchestra,
an orchestra for middle school musicians.

The Youth Orchestra Directors are now planning to conduct auditions for next season using either recordings
submitted by candidates, or by providing virtual performances using Zoom or other means. Via Zoom meetings
with Philharmonic members, I am examining ways we can maintain good relations with patrons using voluntary
virtual performances and podcasts.
There was some very good news for us. The City of Alexandria has an annual fundraiser for nonprofit organizations
like WMPA. Over the past few years the Association had raised $28,000–$30,000 dollars annually. This spring, given
the COVID-19 situation, we sought financial support in a low-key, considerate way. Our goal was a modest
$15,000. The contributions are still coming in. It appears that even with the low- key effort we will raise over
$20,000. This is a very positive sign.
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Large symphony orchestra organizations have a large number of salaried professional musicians, annual venue
contracts, and full-time staff employees. When they have been forced to close operations during this pandemic
there have been enormous difficulties to overcome for all concerned. In this crisis the Philharmonic and the
Association have the advantage of being small and flexible. There are no musician salaries to pay. Eighty percent of
Keep those notes
the Philharmonic’s members donate their services for free, and those Principals who
are paid, are only paid per
and emails coming,
service or per concert. All contracted venues are for individual rehearsals or concerts.
Thus, there aren’t any costs
classmates!
for services not used or, in the case of venues, the unused service may be used in a subsequent season. The
Philharmonic usually has a significant sheet-music rental cost because its programs always feature 20th century or
contemporary music. Again, there are no music rental costs when there are no concerts.
The Association’s basic operational costs are minimal compared to a large orchestra. Our Music Directors receive
modest honoraria. Our only staff member is a part time bookkeeper and, of course, we continue to pay our
Executive Director. We should be able to survive the pandemic, and if we follow through with our desire to
maintain good relations with our patrons, we may even flourish.
The big question for everyone is
knowing when the world will return to
normal. I and the Youth Orchestra
Directors are planning for the most
optimistic possibility. We would begin
rehearsing for next season’s concerts
at the end of September of this year.
However, I think that is unlikely. All
patrons, and especially older patrons,
will be reluctant to attend events
where there is a large group of people
in close contact. Even more important
will be the availability of a vaccine, and
its distribution to all the prospective
concert goers. The estimates I am
aware of lead me to believe that the
minimum time the vaccine will be
available would be in May or June
2021. If reasonably normal life
resumed, perhaps we would be able to
present our weekly chamber music
series from June to September and
begin rehearsing the Philharmonic and
Youth Orchestras in September 2021.

Screenshot from https://www.wmpamusic.org/

Addendum

June 19—I finished writing the above the end of April, and since then, we have been concentrating on ways to
maintain relations with our supporters. Also, we continue to conserve funds wherever possible.
I began hosting weekly Zoom meetings with members of Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic on April 19th.
This was also to maintain relations with orchestra members and non-member soloists, and to encourage them to
participate in virtual performances for our supporters. This has resulted in brief video performances placed on our
Facebook page, and a plan for a string quartet to prepare a virtual performance of music using Apple’s Acapella
software (the resulting video would show all four performing in their homes), and continued exploration of how to
best use technology to reach out to patrons and friends.
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Our initial meeting was attended by 20 orchestra members, and as the tasks became more specific and detailed
about 10 continue to meet. Most important, John Kean, a retired National Public Radio engineer and expert in
audio and video recording, joined us. John had been helping with the recording of WMP’s regular performances for
the past several years. We have continued to promote individual virtual performances to publish on YouTube, and
Keep those notes
to explore the best way to live stream our 30th annual free Summer Chamber Music
Series. I began this series in
and emails coming,
1990. Normally, the first of 12–14 performances begins in June and finishes in the
first
week of September. The
classmates!
performances take place on Sunday afternoons at The Lyceum, an historic site in the City of Alexandria. Average
audience size is about 100, and donations pay for the use of the venue. The Series has a fine reputation and attracts
professional and high-level amateur performers who play for free. Because of COVID-19 concerns, The Lyceum
has not been available since the onset of the pandemic. However, we will begin the first of 14 live stream broadcast
performances on July 5 and continue them weekly until the end of September with one additional performance in
October. The original schedule for the Series was finalized in February, and there was a fair amount of rescheduling
needed to accommodate all the performers. In fact, all was not finalized until June 15. John Kean and the very
excellent and helpful Lyceum Director, Jim Holloway, are preparing and testing the equipment needed for live
streaming. The group of 10 orchestra members has become John’s advisory group for this and will also assist in
testing new equipment and software for future projects.
As you may notice on YouTube, there are many “virtual” performances of groups as large as 140. All the
performers are singing, or playing instruments in their homes, completely synchronized as one would want and
expect. Accomplishing this feat is not easy. The aforementioned Acapella software is limited to 9 performers and
for a fee, 10 minute performances. A performance of an orchestra of 55 for 15–20 minutes is a very big challenge.
John Kean is assisting us with this kind of performance and is in the process of beginning tests on new, free
software that will allow Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic to perform virtually in the future. Our current plan
is to perform 15- to 20-minute virtual concerts monthly from October 2020 to May 2021. The 2021 Chamber music
series would be presented as usual from June to September. The hope is that an effective vaccine would then be
available, and we’d begin rehearsing and performing as in pre-pandemic days in September 2021.
I have only addressed two aspects of the Association—Washington Metropolitan Philharmonic and the Chamber
Music Series. There are two additional large elements of the Association that also are attempting to find their way
through this trying period—Washington Metropolitan Youth Orchestra, serving about 55 high school musicians
and their families, and Washington Metropolitan Concert Orchestra, serving about 30 middle school musicians and
their families. They will probably not be able to function as they have in the past until a vaccine is developed that is
safe and distributed to all the musicians, families and prospective audience members.

We Still Gather Around the Pool for Cocktails
(5 Feet Apart)
MARCO ISLAND, Florida, April 10—Here we are sheltered in place in our condo in Marco
Island. The weather has been exceptionally warm, but we have been unable to enjoy the warm
ocean water for about three weeks due to state-ordered beach closure (no walking or
swimming). Not all is lost, however. Every day we anxiously await 5:00 p.m. when we gather (5
feet apart) around the pool for socialization and cocktails (plural)!!! We will be heading back to
dreary Massachusetts on 4/18/20 where I imagine we'll have to be quarantined for 14 days.
Despite all the “goings-on” life is great. Stay well.
—Shirley & Loring Smithies ’58
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We Should NOT Wuss Out Keep those notes
and
emails
WALLINGFORD, Pennsylvania, Saturday, April 5—I have been cheering myself
with
this coming,
thought: our families
classmates!
lived through two world wars, the 1918 flu epidemic, Prohibition, the Great Depression, polio, Korea, Vietnam and
God knows what else. We have been undeservedly blessed. Pretty lucky generation, says I! We should NOT wuss
out...or feel too sorry for ourselves. Just go with the program!

Stay safe!
Pleasing the Professor

April 7—This is so cool! I love the idea of "writing our history." Mr. Hedges (my favorite) would be so proud!
One Day, Some Day, Other Day, Next Day…

April 25—It is Saturday again. I know that from my pill box. The newspaper says it is April 25! Who knew? In
Pennsylvania, we have been under the “stay at home” dictum for about six weeks now. At first, I thought, “Good,
lots of time to do the things there is never time for.” Well, sorting 60 years of family photos gets old before long. I
have been filling bits of the day with sewing masks (just busted my sewing machine); doing very minor bits of
gardening (a friend says now gardening has become a contact sport); reading (Leonardo Da Vinci biography by
Walter Isaacson is amazing!); painting to get ready for the three day workshop in watercolor that I would have
taught last week; and trying to make interesting food for Joe and me from little bits of this and that. Contrary to the
President’s suggestion, we are NOT ingesting Clorox!
We are not supposed to go the grocery store without masks. Our
kids feel I am too old to go at all! They and a neighbor bring stuff,
but I never seem to have the right ingredients. Sigh!
It is boring, but so far OK. Delaware County, where we live
outside of Philadelphia, has a VERY large number of COVID-19
cases; 1,678 new cases have been reported in the past 14 days. We
must be at 283 or fewer so that some businesses may reopen, and
we may venture out. We might be in for the summer.

Another thing…
...that makes this an interesting time is the
increased interaction with friends and
neighbors. There are also sometimes special
things to see. In this area, for the children,
people put out rainbows and teddy bears. And
for everyone, a mystery artist is placing little
green troll heads (maybe two inches in
diameter) along wooded area and trails for
anyone to discover, NOT take.

In truth, we are VERY lucky! Joe worked for IBM for many years.
He bought their stock. He has a pension. Social Security checks still
come. We have a home in the suburbs (my childhood home),
which has space around it. I have beautiful areas of woods and
back roads for my (almost) daily 1½ mile walks. Four of our five
children and three grandchildren live very close by. We can wave to
them, and sometimes they bring groceries. Our parents had to deal
with two world wars, the polio scourge, prohibition, the
Depression, the 1918 flu…We’ve got this. I hope.
An Empty Rental

May 4—This is getting very old. As the deadline for a return to life
is continually adjusted into the future, I am losing my sunny
disposition. Yesterday’s Inquirer reported that there have been 1,800
COVID-19 cases in Philadelphia nursing homes alone. The disease is killing minorities and those in poverty at an
unconscionable rate.
Knowing now that this thing is not on the wane, and may not be for a very long time, I worry a great deal about
two things…one important to all of us, one only to me.
Brown ’58 Newsletter
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Primary Day in Pennsylvania was rescheduled from April 29 to
June 2. Before all of this came down, we were struggling to be
ready for the new paper ballot system mandated by the governor.
Because the fail-safe machinery attached to the system chosen by
Keep those notes
Delaware County was complex,and
several
of us were asked to test all
emails coming,
of the new deliveries. I enjoyed classmates!
being a part of that team. Then the
League of Women Voters set up a schedule of volunteers to go to
schools, libraries, municipal buildings and senior centers in order to
introduce the new system. All would be ready and informed for
April.
On March 10, I completed my assignment at a senior center,
wondering why on earth we, let alone the other old people, were
there in such crowded conditions. The next day, BOOM, no more
sessions. We were to stay clear of others.
Now there are big questions about the new date in June. People on
the election boards, including mine, are mostly unwilling to serve
on that day, fearing inadequate safety procedures. The County
plans to move a group of precincts into a school gym, hire workers, consolidate books, and somehow manage to
hold a legitimate election. As a long-time election official, I am very skeptical.
…and another

The Pennsylvania Presidential Primary is of little consequence, coming as late as it does in the game. HOWEVER,
this new system will be needed for November. Will the virus remain rampant? The November election is of
GREATEST CONSEQUENCE.
My other fear is this: Because my mother and father bought it in the ’60s, I own an old triplex house one back from
the beach on Long Beach Island, in New Jersey. I rent only to my friends and use the money to pay taxes and keep
the house standing. My first reservation is for mid-June. New Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware and lower
New York State are the coronavirus Petri dish. There is no information, no estimate about whether and when
visitors can use the beach communities. There is no information about special safety procedures. I can tell my
friends nothing, but “stay tuned.” If there is no income this summer, I expect I will need to sell the property. Sigh.
It is not so important as a questionable presidential election.
God Help Us All!
Herd Animals By Nature

…and another

June 17—June…What is so rare as a day in? We have had quite a
number of those…perfect for my walks. Despite the fact that
Delaware County has the second highest COVID-19 rate in
Pennsylvania (following Philadelphia), I have been going to the
grocery story for the past six weeks. I am in and out like a crazy
person. At first I carried Clorox-soaked paper towels in a plastic
bag, bought everything I could imagine (without hoarding,) and
tossed it all on the picnic table at home. My clothes all went right
into the wash and I into the shower. The stuff was staying outside
for days, sometimes until the labels fell off. Now that I have some
hand sanitizer I just buy a few things, sanitize them immediately
and make do.

Our daughter, Carrie, has gone well beyond the backyard vegetable
garden this year. When one of the two sheep died at The School in Rose Valley (where I taught music and dance for
20 years and she is head of development), she decided to bring the survivor to her house. (“They are herding
animals, she needs company.”) The School had already been COVID-closed, and the 14-year-old sheep was alone.
Carrie walked the poor thing uphill and down, through the woods, and to the new pen in her residential
Brown ’58 Newsletter
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neighborhood. Because Sam, Jane and Winston (Irish setter) did not a herd make, she added two lambs from 4-H. I
LOVE it! On my walks I can now stop by to see both the grandchildren AND the herd.
The Pennsylvania primary on June 2 was weird. Every person on my board but one decided it wasn’t safe to serve. I
voted by mail. Ballots that came too late to mail in (there were many) had to be dropped
offnotes
by hand at the polling
Keep those
and made
emailstheir
coming,
place or at the Courthouse. The results have trickled in office by office, and haven’t
way into my
classmates!
consciousness. I CERTAINLY HOPE AND PRAY THAT PENNSYLVANIA VOTING PROCESSES WILL
BE ORGANIZED BEFORE NOVEMBER! This is far too
important an election to screw up!
Here’s the GOOD thing this week: How about Neil Gorsuch
standing up for gay and transgender rights? Who knew?
“Hallelujah” say I. And maybe, just maybe, the horrible tragedy of
George Floyd will lead to some REAL changes in institutional
racism. Maybe some little boys and girls will know at last that their
lives matter!
Our Swim Club (where I passed my swim test in 1942,) opened up
this week. They are trying HEAVY chlorine and social distancing. I
am skeptical. Children who have been fenced in since March are
flying right into each others’ arms. I imagine it will be closed again
shortly. This “cautious” reopening of small businesses scares me. I
think it is too soon.

…and another

Our fearless leader starts his official rallies again this week. It seems pretty obvious that someone in the government
knows it is very dangerous. Why else must registrants agree to hold Trump blameless if they fall ill?
I still feel Lucky. Joe and I have stayed healthy. In fact, I do not know a single person who has gotten the disease.
At least I don’t know of any. But I ramble. Onward to July…
—Jane Bertram Miluski ’58

I Remember When My Roommate Was Struck Down With Polio
WABAN, Massachusetts, April 8—We have never experienced any like this
pandemic in our lifetime, although I do remember the polio epidemic and the
scarlet fever epidemic in the 1940s and 1950s. In fact one of my roommates in
Hope College in 1954–1955 was struck down with polio. He complained of a
sore throat and stiff neck. At my insistence, I took him to the infirmary and
probably saved his life. Later that day I found out that he was being treated for
polio at the Rhode Island Hospital. He recovered, but had to use Canadian
Canes for the rest of his life.
However, that epidemic pales in comparison to this a real pandemic. Fortunately
no one in my family has become a victim of the corona virus. It is difficult for
us, but my son-in-law was good enough to do our grocery shopping so we have
enough food for the next two weeks at least. We get out, but not to any
restaurants (they are closed anyhow, but are open for takeout only). I hope it will be over by the summer. We will
spend the summer at our country house. We are near Tanglewood but don’t know if that will open this summer.
We live day to day and never know what is coming next.
—Steve Kurtz ’58
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WALTHAM, Massachusetts, July 4—At the outset of the lockdown, I had the same
problem that I had during my
first year of retirement (2001) after decades as a social worker. I frequently didn’t know which day it was: Tuesday?
Thursday, hmmm? Of course I consulted the Boston Globe or our kitchen calendar, but I wasn’t starting the day
consulting my Week-at-a-Glance appointment book. I felt disoriented, bobbling on an open sea of unstructured
time. Eventually I developed habits and strategies that calmed these roiling waters. Remember - this was before the
cell phone, the I phone. Only a few of my colleagues used a Blackberry. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts had
introduced and distributed computers to their employees in the late ’80s, so I wasn’t a complete Luddite; we were
trained in their use and the use was mandatory.

But I digress. Reflecting on what had worked when I first retired, I realized
I would have to create habits and rituals to substitute for what was no
longer possible. Certain activities, thanks to Zoom, proceeded as before:
Quaker meeting, virtual Angell House reunion, some committee work,
Weight Watchers, monthly book club. Other things came to an abrupt halt:
lunching with friends, entertaining, volunteering with immigrant mothers
learning English, traveling to visit our three sons and three daughters and
their families, Pilates classes at my health club, two church committees, etc.
Thanks to the wonder of the Internet I got a Pilates book in about ten
seconds and started faithfully continuing with that exercise 3x per week. So, ta-dah!, I actually know which day it is
at least five times per week. But, even with all the Zooming, there are still many hours to fill. FaceTime and Marco
Polo (an app that allows you to send or receive videos from or to whomever, without needing to coordinate as to
time, voicemail with visuals, so to speak) really ameliorate the family hunger. Technology is a grand thing
sometimes. How fortunate we are, living in comfort with all these resources, technological and social and material.
And how sad that such resources are not more fairly distributed throughout our country and this world.
When all this began, spending so much more time at home, I was seized with three major ideas as to “what to do.”
Number 1, do various projects that I had always wanted to do since moving into our “downsized” house but never
got around to; Number 2, read certain giant tomes that I had told myself “I’ll get around to someday;” and Number
3, talk with many distant friends, especially the recently widowed. Because—if not now, then when? No excuses
about time, right?
Thus far, the most unpleasant task I’ve accomplished is the eternally onerous cleaning of the garage. But, ooooh,
the feelings of virtue and the endless self-congratulatory inner monologue once it was done, and to think it only
took 10 fun-filled days. Ever since I was in high school I’ve loved to sew, so two much pleasanter tasks were
making myself an outfit with fabric that I’d stashed about 9 years ago and a pattern I’d bought with the best of
intentions about 6 years ago and making a Pippi Longstocking-ish doll for a cousin’s first granddaughter. A quick
trip-down-memory-lane sidebar: I cut out my wedding dress on one of the long wooden tables in the Miller Hall
dining room and the housemother, Mrs. McGillivray, who was a marvelous seamstress, sat next to me while I was
pinning and cutting it, which was such a kind and supportive thing to do.
As to the books, I started reading Irving Howe’s wonderful 1976 history World of
Our Fathers: The Journey of the Eastern European Jews to America and the Life They Found
And Made, which covers 1881 through the mid-20th century. I had started this
four or five years ago, had gotten bogged down, and had put it aside. I took it up
again and, slowly but surely (yeah, well, true confessions—it took me one hour to
read 15 pages, extremely dense but riveting reading), I finally finished it. His focus
was primarily on New York City, the ghastly living and working conditions, the
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labor movement, the culture of Yiddish, the politics; I would say it was one of the best books I have ever read in my
entire life. Now I’ve turned to a cultural history, Albion’s Seed: Four British Folkways in America by David Hackett
Fischer (1989). It describes how, during the Colonial era, British immigrants from four geographic areas formed
very distinctive societies: East Anglia to Massachusetts (the Puritans), south of England to Virginia (distressed
Keep those notes
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Quakers),
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and,
of
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books he has read in the last eight or ten years, this was the one that seemed to engage and stimulate him the most.
When I’m through with that, I hope to read Boswell’s London Journal: 1762-63. Why? Because it was one of my
mother’s favorite books. She was an English teacher and a voracious reader and even in my self-absorbed 14-yearold way I could see that this was something extraordinary to her mind. She was not one to “go on” about just
anything, so her rave review impressed me. Reflecting on my choices, I realize that the first was due to a deep
personal interest in the subject matter, the second was because I wanted to read that favorite of my husband’s while
we are both here to discuss it, and the last as a way of feeling closer to my mother, long gone.
My third resolve, to call up a beloved but geographically distant friend every day or almost every day, especially
those who are single or recently widowed. A number of the people on my “list” were folks we would see when we
were driving to Florida or Charlottesville, Virginia, or New York City to visit various offspring and their families.
Some calls are just pure pleasure, e.g., yesterday I talked for over an hour with my best friend from elementary
school, who is wonderfully interesting and wildly funny. And some calls are so difficult, e.g., a dear old friend who
lost her husband to COPD about 2.5 years ago and whose only son died unexpectedly in his late forties three
months ago. To me, this is one of the saddest aspects of this pandemic, and the lockdown, not being able to visit a
person who is mourning or take a casserole or attend an actual funeral or memorial service. To know that someone
dear to your heart is dying and you cannot be with him or her has to be an indescribably painful experience.
On the brighter side, of course, we are giving our aching planet a rest from our fossil fuel consumption. But the
ramifications for the economy seem quite dire and the poor and the marginalized are again paying the highest price,
as are many who are treating or serving those who are ill. I have a glimmer of hope that the call for change
stemming from the murder of George Floyd may lead us to a better and a more nearly equitable and humane
society. Like all of you, we have that one immutable condition, our age, that renders us most vulnerable. In addition
to this, my husband (86) has three underlying conditions, so any time I’m the least bit tempted to cut a little corner
here or a little corner there, I consider that and I “do the right thing,” thank you Spike Lee. We’re hunkering down
until the vaccine arrives. We are so fortunate, to still have each other, to still enjoy each other, to have a comfortable
place to live, family who help us, friends who stay in touch, wonderful books to read, music to listen to, interesting
things to do. I send you all best wishes that you may all have a safe journey through whatever lies ahead.
—Jill Hirst Scobie

Cleaning Out the Basement
HENDERSONVILLE, North Carolina, April 8—No choice! I am using the Lockdown time to recuperate from
surgery, having had two tendons reattached to the bone in my hip two days before elective surgeries were cancelled.
Can't do much of anything except sit around and heal. I'm getting adept at maneuvering through doors with the
wheelchair. Sleeping with the stiff, awkward brace on my side is neither comfortable nor very restful —but this too
shall pass—as shall the Lockdown!
July 5—I'm repairing slowly but surely. I can walk with one crutch now and practice with just a cane. Daily exercises
to strengthen my arms and weakened legs. So far so good, but it's exhausting!
My son has been here helping. He is a free-lance photojournalist who lives in Rio de Janeiro. COVID-19 is pretty
bad in Brazil, but he plans to return there at the end of July. One of his projects is bringing up everything that we
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have “saved” (for the last 50 years and 4–5 moves) from the basement and putting it in the middle of the living
room. I have been given orders to dispose of it! Among the treasures is four pairs of my old New York City roller
skates—the kind with the skate keys! I put many miles on them a very long time ago! I guess I won't be using them
again!
Keep those notes
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I hope you all stay well, stay home, and wash your hands!

classmates!

—Constance Black Engle ’58

My Lockdown Diary
MYSTIC, Connecticut, June 8—My wife, Bunny, and I had a probable early encounter with COVID-19 but had no
real idea of what it would lead to. We began a winter vacation January 18 to South Africa, flying to Dubai from
Boston and then on to Capetown. We cruised on a passenger ship up and down the South African east coast, then
flew to Kruger National Park to do photographic “game drives” from a safari base camp. Last step was to fly back
home through Johannesburg.
On the way to South Africa from Dubai, we’d noticed
a few Asian travelers wearing masks. Not really
unusual. But a lot had changed by the time we began
our homeward trip on February 6. Many, maybe most,
of the numerous Asians we saw in the Johannesburg
Airport wore masks. By that time, word on the new
coronavirus was spreading. As I checked our luggage
in Johannesburg, the attendant asked me with a
somewhat alarmed look, “How are you, sir?” as if her
question was no mere pleasantry. I replied that I was
fine. Only later did I understand that I looked terrible;
the runny conjunctivitis I’d acquired in Africa had
mixed with the dust of a rural road we’d taken hours
earlier, and I had dark ominous circles under my eyes.
In addition, I had a cough that I was struggling to
suppress, as did Bunny. We both concluded later after careful analysis that we hadn’t acquired the coronavirus, but
my appearance and our coughs might have aroused that idea. Bottom line: nothing happened, but we’d learned that
something bad was approaching. We later were thankful that we’d chosen a modest sea trip along the South African
east coast and were not aboard one of the long-distance Pacific passenger ships that only a week later were being
turned away by various ports. Another luck of timing: we barely beat the steep stock market drop (more than 10,000
points in the Dow Jones Industrial Average) between February 12 and March 23. News of that slide could have cast
a pall over our rather expensive trip.
We returned from Africa to what appeared to be a normal situation. My calendar shows fairly heavy activity. Listed
are my monthly luncheon of old guys, a dentist appointment, a board meeting of the Groton Conservation
Advocates and a fund-raising party of the same group at a local Mexican restaurant, as well as my attendance (as a
spectator and well-intentioned but annoying gadfly) at a meeting of the Groton Planning & Zoning Commission. As
noted, however, the stock market was sinking alarmingly. The number of COVID-19 cases in the United States was
62 by month-end. The CDC and State of Washington reported the first U.S. COVID-19 death—on February 29.
COVID-19 tightened its grip in the next month. On March 11, WHO declared COVID-19 to be a pandemic (after
announcing a global health emergency on January 30). At the time the pandemic was declared, the number of
confirmed infections in the United States was 696 (and 124,101 worldwide.) Schools for our grandchildren in
Brooklyn, New York, and Amherst, Massachusetts, both closed classrooms on March 13. The White House issued
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social distancing guidelines March 16. Connecticut Governor Ned Lamont issued an emergency order March 20
telling people to “stay safe, stay home,” applying to non-essential workers.
That same day, our land conservation group held its first Zoom meeting. I found Zoom a useful and unexpectedly
quick adaptation to adversity. These virtual meetings lack many physical aspects Keep
of thethose
“real notes
thing,” but do furnish a
andthe
emails
trimmed-down sight and sound version, and they eliminate transportation time and
needcoming,
to lug around
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documents.
The term “pandemic” crystalized some memories for me. Back in the winter of 1958–59, I got a bad case of
bacterial pneumonia during advanced infantry training at Fort Dix, New Jersey. The disease struck me overnight
after I returned from a weekend trip to Brown feeling fine physically. I awoke early the next morning for KP duty
with what felt like a terrible hangover—severe headache and nausea—but I hadn’t had a drop the night before. I
protested to my sergeant that I was unfit for KP and that I belonged in the post hospital. My protest was not
heeded, and it wasn’t until hours later I finally reached a bed. The next few days are fuzzy. I slept between
hypodermic shots most of the time. When penicillin finally brought me around, I called my parents in Evanston,
Illinois, to brief them. My father, a lifelong reporter and editor who liked to get his information firsthand, called the
post hospital and got the word straight from the source: I was on the mend. Following that call, I found myself
being dressed down by the chief nurse for running to my parents when I had just a little cough. At the time, Fort
Dix was known as the upper respiratory infection capital of the U.S. Army.
My father told me that he’d been worried because his oldest
brother, Francis, of Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, had nearly
died at Fort Dix—then called Camp Dix—during the
Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918. My call home had set off
alarm bells.
This year, remembering my connection via Uncle Francis to
1918, I read about the Spanish flu. Turns out the illness
itself was viral like COVID-19, but most of the tens of
millions of worldwide Spanish flu deaths were caused not by
the virus itself but by bacteria that stormed from the nose
and throat into the lungs via paths created by the virus. The
bacteria caused deadly pneumonia. If doctors had penicillin
in those days, who knows how many could have been
saved?

Political Confusion
Politics? You can’t ignore it. It’s been with us from near
the start. On January 22, the president said, “We have it
totally under control. It's one person coming in from
China. We have it under control. It's going to be just
fine.” The official tone remained plucky and dismissive
for some time. It was not until March 16 that the White
House issued social distancing guidelines. In about a
month, the president was getting itchy.
On April 17, he urged Michigan, Minnesota and Virginia
to “liberate,” implying liberation from what he
considered overly restrictive state COVID-19 precautions.
Deaths continued to mount. Politics got harder to follow.
The Centers for Disease Control and the White House
showed disagreement around May 12 over how to deal
with COVID-19. Reports made clear that the United
States would either drop out of the World Health
Organization or it wouldn’t (April 15). The Wuhan Lab in
China either was the source of COVID-19 (Pompeo said
“enormous evidence” pointed that way on May 4) or,
maybe it wasn’t (Pompeo later said the evidence might
have been wrong). Twitter began to crack down on
Trump’s “terminological inexactitudes,” to use the
Churchillism. The president threatened to regulate or
shut down the social media.

It was sometime in March that I started using a mask,
remembering the Asians wearing them at the Johannesburg
airport. Initial official advice was not to use them unless you
were a medical professional. This advice was plainly—at
least to me—a benevolent lie meant to save the very short
mask supply for those who needed them to care for the
sick—medical people. I happened to have a couple of boxes
of surgical masks on hand for reasons I couldn’t even
remember, and I started using them ahead of most others,
even though Bunny at first thought they’d signal to others
that I was sick. The official advice on masks changed at
some point between March and April, and most people
around this corner of Connecticut started using some form of mouth and nose covering to protect both themselves
and others. Still, on April 1, I recirculated on the Internet a video on how to make a mask with two paper towels
and was questioned by a friend who suggested that masks were only for the infected. On April 20 as deaths rose,
Connecticut required masks to be worn if adequate social distance was not possible. It was left to national
politicians to turn the mask into an instrument of division.
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A March–April personal highlight: March rain and wind left the sizeable branch of a tall oak next to my driveway
hanging precariously down from a larger one and swinging in the breeze. I cordoned off the likely landing area with
yellow tape and considered a dilemma. The break point or “hinge” was well above any height I could reach with my
extension ladder or any polesaw. A tree company would charge me hundreds to solve the problem with a basket lift
Keep those notes
or a human tree climber. So I decided to bring the branch down myself.
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After multiple experiments, I tied and taped a rock to a light but strong rope andclassmates!
flung it into the foliage of the
hanging branch (The device was like a modified South American bola). When after many tries the rope entwined
with the foliage, the rock dropped to the ground with the other end of the rope hanging down within my reach. I
tied the loose end to a new piece of rope and after some fiddling was able to lasso the hanging branch tightly. I was
ready. For three weeks, I tugged daily on the hanging branch (my
target was 100 hard tugs), significantly tearing at the hinge that held
the branch. I tugged from all directions (except directly underneath,
of course) with full effort. After three weeks of beneficial exercise
and no ultimate result, I asked a friend to tie the rope to his pickup
truck and pull down the branch. It came down easily. I like to think
I had helped but must in all honesty give some credit to the truck.
What was the connection to Lockdown? I called this episode not
March Madness but Lockdown Madness. It gave me a mental
problem to figure out, along with plenty of exercise. Better than
sitting around bored, frustrated and gaining weight, right? Item:
shortly after this episode, my son, Dan, found a device on the
Internet that would have saved me a lot of time, though I had
plenty.
Despite confusing times I do know some things for certain, good
and bad. The gas station near my house is offering a free glove to
customers for gassing up. A good adaptive and constructive move,
even though their prices are above average.
Bunny and I were able to watch our granddaughter’s high school
graduation May 27 (on a video released June 5) from Amherst
Regional High School in Massachusetts via YouTube. The
recording was complete with short but cogent speeches by
students, administrators and the School Committee chair.
Individual photos of all graduates were shown to the
accompaniment of “Pomp and Circumstance.” It was a good
production and a tribute to the school community’s adaptability
and media skills.

The author gathers his primitive tools to begin
his three-week Herculean effort.

Bunny is cutting my hair for nothing. We eat takeout about twice a
week. Our American Express bill is down. The hospitals are clear
for non-COVID-19 patients. That’s a relief. Men of our age often
worry about their hearts. “Corona” is pretty close, spelling-wise, to
“coronary.”
I haven’t been in a library since February. I haven’t seen my
grandchildren, except by Zoom, since our pre-Christmas
celebration. When you try to call or email a company’s customer
service, you’re lucky to get anyone. A high point of the day
Monday through Friday is the PBS nightly news. We also watch a
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lot of “krimis,” including one that’s in Finnish, with English subtitles. Not catching on to the language yet. It’s
related to Hungarian, rather than Scandinavian languages, we have learned.
Unintended good news for Bunny and me: her left knee started developing a trick around mid-May. For extended
periods, it wouldn’t straighten out and allow her to walk. The surgeon who performed
several
joint replacements for
Keep those
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her said the knee required a “retread.” Bunny was depressed by this judgment. She’s
had a lot
of operations since we
had an auto accident in New Zealand 25 years ago, and she didn’t want to endureclassmates!
another 8–10 week recovery. She
braced herself. But the operation was delayed by a big backup of elective surgeries. As she waited, the frequency of
the knee seizures declined. In a pre-operation consult, the surgeon told her that part of her problem was weakness
in the left thigh, something the procedure would not cure. Bunny decided, with the clear approval of the surgeon, to
cancel the operation while she tries to fix the problem with physical therapy. We’re hopeful.
My daughter commented: “Glad there was time to figure this out before the surgery. COVID unintentionally comes
to the rescue!”
Connecticut began its Phase 1 of careful Opening Up on May 20 and on June 1 allowed barbershops and hair salons
to go back to work, but people still seem cautious, using masks in most shops and supermarkets. The state is
moving ahead with great circumspection into territory that is only sketchily mapped, as we must. We’ve learned that
the health effects of COVID-19 are, in general, most damaging to older citizens while its economic effects strike
working-age people hard. If you’re keeping a lockdown diary, stay with it. As we all know, the story is far from over.
—Jim Furlong

How To Wear Protective Gloves Safely & Effectively
MYSTIC, Connecticut, April 9—In which our co-editor describes venturing out to the supermarket after reading a news report that an
outbreak of COVID-19 in Germany started in a company lunchroom when an unsuspecting coronavirus carrier passed a salt shaker to
a non-infected person.
Before entering:
Pick gloves that will fit. (You may well not find any at an affordable price, so wear whatever you can obtain that has any
chance at all of covering the hands)
Blow into the glove before trying to put it on. (That will not make your hand fit better, but it will show you where the thumb
is, a good start.)
Pull the glove on. (Don’t worry when the glove rips at the wrist. You’ll still have a fair amount of rubber on your hand.)
Carefully pull the remaining glove over each finger until your fingertips reach the end. (Yes, you will make holes between the
fingers, but focus on the “doughnut not the hole.”)
Inside the store:
Use your gloves to touch anything you want and can find on the
shelves. (If you want anything from your pockets, purse or wallet, you
can’t have it because the gloves are already contaminated and you would
dirty both the desired object and its container. Solution in this case: if
you want, say, your shopping list, use your memory. It’s good for you
and obviously if your memory had been working right, you’d have had
the list out and at the ready. Practice is in order.
At the checkout:
Just nod at anything the cashier says through the mask and heavy plastic
shield. Under no circumstances get closer to the cashier to find out what
he or she really wants. That would violate social distancing rules. What
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do you think sign language is for? OK, now’s the time you’ll be needing your credit card. Just pull it out of your breast pocket.
Then replace the card in the same pocket. You can change the shirt and scrub the card when you get home. What? You left
the card in your wallet? Oh, my.
In the parking lot:

Keep those notes
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hard, and withdraw your hand fast, like a fighter’s jab, so the panel doesn’t trap you. Now take a breath. You’re nearly there.

Push the loaded cart up next to your car trunk, open, and put the groceries inside. Leave it where it stands for the lot
attendant. Drive off, savoring your slick performance. Wait a minute! You touched that damn cart again with no further
protection after taking off your gloves? Sure you started by wiping it off, but you’ve been handling it with your filthy gloves
through 95 percent of your rounds. The car door handles and steering wheel are dripping with COVID-19 viruses. This wasn’t
mentioned before because it should have been self-evident. Stop! Park! Run inside and see if you can pick up a hand sanitizer
for less than $3 a one-ounce bottle and smear it everywhere that looks imperiled before the bottle runs out. No luck? Well, has
anyone ever told you to get a minder to do your shopping?
—JCF

A Pandemic Experience
Our Intrepid Co-President Takes a Surreptitious Road Trip
MOUNTAIN LAKES, New Jersey, May 9—
Are you tired of being confined to quarters?
Have Zoom cocktail parties lost their appeal?
Have you grown weary of the same old food?
Are you not getting out of your PJ’s until 2 in the afternoon?
When you get up in the morning, do you know what day of the week it is, let alone the date?
Are you tired of wearing that homemade face mask?
Is that same walk through the woods starting to get
a little boring?
If you are experiencing some or all of the above, you
are starting to go “stir crazy”!
What to do? Have to get on the road for a change of
scenery, quarantining of course all the way. After week
6 of the above, we decided to do just that. We are
fortunate to have a second home in southeastern
Massachusetts, but to get there we had to avoid Rhode
Island. We heard the Ocean State was not allowing cars
from New Jersey or New York, those centers of the
COVID-19 pandemic, into their state.
We took out the old atlas—no Google maps for us—
and yes, it was possible. Up the New York State
Thruway almost to Albany, then hook a right and pick
up the Mass Pike. And so we were off.

Hartford Courant

Members of the Rhode Island National Guard and State Police
set up checkpoints to ask out-of-staters for contact information
to be relayed to the state health department.

There were hardly any police patrolling since they do
not want to catch the virus either. I won’t tell you it was
easy; going across the Berkshires on a stormy day is
difficult driving. But then it was onto Rte I-495 and Rte 24 and we were almost there. Yes, we would have to sneak
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across about a half a mile of Rhode Island but we safely assumed that the border guards would not be manning
their stations in the tiny metropolis of Adamsville.
We did it, only Massachusetts and New York virtually the whole way. The bad news was, it took us an extra hour
and a half. It was 90 miles longer but we did it.
Keep those notes
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It was great to walk the beach and smell that fresh salt air! What a change of scenery
and, needless to say, quite
classmates!
therapeutic for a classic case of “stir craziness.” Yes, we quarantined during the whole trip.
—JRM

We Knew We Were All In This Together
LITTLE COMPTON, Rhode Island, July 4—It seems the “new normal” has arrived. The personal rules about
masks, hand washing and social distancing dominate our lives here. All the usual summer events have been
cancelled. Beach access is curtailed. Local restaurants are serving outside and experimenting with indoor dining.
Takeout has reached a new level of sophistication and popularity. Most of us are communicating by texting or
Zoom. Personal interaction even among family members in different households is limited. The drop-in habits of
summer belong to a different era.
This past spring I taught a course in keeping journals at the Handicraft Club, one of those large homes you passed
walking down College Hill on the way to the First Baptist Meeting House. My teaching partner, Betsy, was in Key
West, I was in Little Compton, and our students were scattered in different Rhode Island towns. Our topic was the
coronavirus, a subject we felt would be of historical importance for generations to come. On Monday afternoons
we connected through email. Prior to our class Betsy and I would assign a prompt. How are you spending your
time? Since even grocery shopping is a challenge, how are you handling meals? What are you learning about the
present world around you? What things do you miss most? Class members sent their answers to all of us, and we
wrote our comments back and forth.
Our virtual class was a great success. Everyone participated energetically. Our experiences were surprisingly
different although the undercurrents of anxiety and dismay were universal. Our meetings were entertaining, thought
provoking, and ultimately comforting. We knew we were all in this together.
Looking ahead to the fall term it seems that the virtual classroom is best for our age group. Over the summer Betsy
and I plan to graduate to the world of the Zoom classroom coached by our grandchildren who are technically savvy
and forgiving of our ridiculous questions. They too are interested in our project. The topic for fall will be the natural
world around us. Watching the seasons change and documenting the lives of the birds, insects, and wild animals will
be a testament to predictability, a reminder of possibility, and reassurance in a world which seems to be badly off
kilter.
—Raya McCully Goff ’58

Our Farm Is Blessedly Remote
NEW BERLIN, New York, April 28—We are fine. . . .We are so remote out here on the farm that for us life is
same old, same old. There’s a blessing.
—Larry McMaster ’58
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Hamilton Township Is Bearing UpKeep
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APRIL 26—We got our classmate Gilbert W. Lugossy on the phone for a reportclassmates!
from Hamilton Township, Mercer
County, New Jersey, which Gil has served over the decades in a variety of posts including sheriff of the whole
county. Because Hamilton Township once swallowed up an unincorporated community named Nottingham, we like
to think of Gil as the Sheriff of Nottingham while adding that unlike Robin Hood’s nemesis he’s a good guy.
Gil pointed out that other generations have faced hard times. His parents came over from Hungary after surviving
World War I and the flu pandemic of 1918, “and obviously lived through the Great Depression.” Like Gil, his
father was a lifelong Democrat despite having a gripe with Woodrow Wilson over the territory Hungary ended up
with when the Austro-Hungarian Empire was broken up after its defeat in the Great War. And although Gil was
born in Trenton, went off to Brown and worked for a time in New York City, he counts himself a lifelong resident
of Hamilton Township.
How are things going?
“We haven’t been through anything like this,” he observed. “During World War II we had air-raid drills and hid
under desks, although all the action was not in our own land. But this thing here is something that really hit us. And
it’s hit everybody—rich, poor, Democrats, Republicans.”
New Jersey, with its 9 million population, has been second hardest hit after New York, with the worst effects in
Bergen County up around New York. As of the day of our phone call, there had been 51 deaths in Mercer County.
Gil was on the board of one of Mercer County’s three hospitals until last year. “They seem to be able to handle the
flow so far,” he said.
Term limits forced him to step down from the hospital post,
although he stays in touch and is thinking about serving again. He
remains a fire commissioner of Hamilton Township. “All of the
firefighters have all the personal protective equipment they need,”
including masks and gowns, he said.
He also is active, by phone and occasionally in person, with the
Mercer County 200 Club, a charitable organization that supports
families of fallen first responders. He does go out to intermittent
meetings of the Democratic State Committee, other “political
stuff.”.
“Oh yeah, I follow the rules—social distancing, wearing a mask,
washing my hands all the time.”
He said first responders around New Jersey are less likely to respond to “low-level calls like a barking dog, but
they’re still taking a hit” because if any of them show symptoms of the coronavirus they are quarantined for 14 days,
leaving a gap in staffing. Fortunately, that hadn’t happened to his department at the time of our conversation.
New York Governor Mario Cuomo and New Jersey Governor Phil Murphy appear on TV daily, one in the
morning and the other in early afternoon. They provide updates and encourage people to follow the pandemic
guidelines.
“And they’re tough. They’re holding strong on keeping the schools closed, some types of businesses closed,” Gil
said. “They’re hard-liners. And I admire them for that” at a time when some other states are loosening up.
Gil wanted to make a point of “the good things that are being done.”
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When a World War II veteran he knew, with a Bronze Star and a Purple Heart, celebrated his 100th birthday this
year, “ we couldn’t have a party the way we did last year for his 99th. So my group of firefighters drove a cavalcade
of fire trucks past his house, sirens going and lights flashing. We had a little ceremony on the sidewalk. He came out
onto his porch and stood there, erect, with a bottle in his hand.”
Keep those notes

coming,
Mercer County firefighters and police paid a similar tribute to staff at the hospitaland
Gilemails
served,
as has happened
classmates!
elsewhere.

“It brings out the good things in a lot of people. I’ve been very impressed by that, and it’s been happening all over
during all the negative stuff,” he said.
Gil still lives in his old Dutch Colonial house in Hamilton Township, alone
since his wife Lee died last October. Food shopping is provided by
members of Lee’s big Polish-American family of brother, sister, in-laws,
nieces, nephews, great-nieces and great-nephews. Gil and Lee had been
married 54 years earlier in St. James Catholic Church over in the little
borough of Pennington.
‘’Evenings are tough,” he said.
“Lee was very supportive of me when I was running for some office every
three years,” even though she had her own job at RCA-Sarnoff Center in
Princeton. She also was a Master Gardener, Gil said, and the tulips she
planted in their yard are coming up. “I talk to them, Lee’s tulips.”
—JVR

The Times, Trenton

Lee’s tulips are coming up.

My Fire Stick and Turning the Page
The following guest contribution is from Joseph D. Steinfield ’61, a youngster your co-editors graciously befriended back in the day. It's
excerpted with his permission from his lively website, (https://joesteinfield.com/essays/), which you can peruse at leisure even
when stuck at home. Or if, like Joe, you prefer the printed page, you can while away your isolated hours reading Claremont Boy, his
delightful book of essays about growing up Jewish in small-town New Hampshire. Meanwhile you can enjoy music performed by “the
Pianist”—his wife, Virginia Eskin, who most recently has specialized in compositions by women. All these pleasures can be delivered to
your door by Amazon. Like a Fire Stick.
As you probably know, you can buy devices from Apple, Amazon, and others that
enable “streaming” on your television. This is particularly useful if you don’t have
cable because it isn’t available on your road or because you’ve got better things to do
with your money. If you do get such a device, the trick is to get it up and running.
Steve Jobs, the genius behind Apple, believed everything should be self-explanatory
and intuitive. Not including written directions may be fine for Millennials and Gen
X’ers, but not for those of us who grew up with model airplane and sewing kits,
erector sets, and all the other things that came with directions. We so-called elderly
people may have mastered email, sort of, and do pretty well with Word. But wait ’til
you get one of these TV-enhancement suckers.
The first thing you need is that necessity of life called Wi-Fi. Your children and
grandchildren won’t visit (once that’s again possible) unless you have a password. But
even if you have it, there’s a catch. You need to be sure the signal from your router (a
word that makes me think of plumbing) reaches the TV room.
Brown ’58 Newsletter
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I used to think a Fire Stick was something Boy Scouts used instead of matches, but the modern version is a very
small doohickey you can get from Amazon, along with a mini-remote device. I ordered one a few years ago, and it
arrived without directions, of course. Which didn’t really matter, since our router and the television room weren’t
on speaking terms. I wasn’t about to uproot the TV for the sake of something I’d lived my whole life without. Cable
Keep those notes
is enough, even though I only know about “Oxy” and many other channels because
I go by them on my way to
and emails coming,
CNN.
classmates!
Then came the coronavirus, meaning wash your
hands frequently, practice social distancing, and
stay-at-home. Two things occurred to me. One is
that a few months ago we improved our Wi-Fi
coverage, the other is that somewhere I still have
that useless Fire Stick.
So I set about to give it a try, which began by
looking everywhere before I found it. Then I
located a vacant port on the back of the TV called
HDM3. Then I figured out which end of the
power cord fits into it—not the end with the
power plug. That goes into a wall outlet.
At that point I gave in and went to Google where,
no thanks to Steve Jobs, there are several links
under “How to set up your Fire Stick device.”
They all say more or less the same thing,
emphasizing how simple it is.

Instructions not included.

Not exactly. I went to my TV, pointed the mini-remote at the screen, hit the “Home” button, and got a message
on-the TV screen. “You need to replace your batteries.”
I can do that, I thought to myself, until I realized that unlike a flashlight this thing doesn’t have anything to turn and
unscrew. There’s a small arrow on the back, but nothing happens if you push it. So, back to Google, where I found
several “How to change the Fire Stick batteries” links, ranging from how easy it is (push and slide) to how no one
can get the thing open.
I banged on it, pushed, pulled, no luck. Then the Pianist took
over, and the next thing I knew it opened up. Turns out all you
need are a pianist and two fresh AAA batteries. I had the first but
no AAAs.
Back from a battery run, in they go, replace the back cover (a lot
easier than taking it off), back to the TV room, hit the Home
button on the mini-remote, and things start to liven up.
I won’t advise you “Don’t try this at home,” but be warned. If
you get to the “set up” stage, you need to be armed with the
name of your Wi-Fi network, your ID, various passwords, and
your blood pressure reading.
Is it worth it? I’ll let you know when I get around to watching
something. First I need to finish the book I’m reading, which is a
page-turner and requires no technical expertise.
—Joe Steinfield ’61
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I Miss the Roar of the Jets

Keep those notes
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live,classmates!
the legislators come

ANNAPOLIS, Maryland, May 3—In this capital city of Maryland where we
and go every
year without much fuss. By contrast, when annual graduation time comes at the nearby United States Naval
Academy, we cannot escape hearing about it.
The month of May is a big deal at the Naval
Academy. Parents, grandparents, brothers, sisters,
uncles, aunts, cousins and significant others come
in from all over the country to see those young
men and women gather in their big stadium to
receive their new Navy or Marine Corps
commissions and celebrate by flinging their old
USNA covers in the air. Kids scramble to retrieve
those souvenirs.
Part of the ceremony is a flyover by the Blue
Angels, the precision flight team of the Navy and
Marine Corps.
As a bonus during graduation week, the Blue
Angels give everybody around the city a free show
of aerobatics over the Severn River. If a plane were
to crash it would plunge into the drink instead of
somebody’s home. They fly quite low, and police shut down traffic on the bridge over the Severn.

Capital Gazette

The setup provides lots of good sightlines. Crowds of people who may have little or no connection to the Academy
congregate alongside the blocked-off highway, on the river’s banks and on the water in boats gathered behind safety
limits set up by the Coast Guard. Spectators get more than one chance to see the show because the Blue Angels
practice the day before over the same area with the same precautions.
Even the housebound can’t miss all of it because the scream of those jets is unmistakable. On occasion when I’ve
forgotten about the times of the official event or the rehearsal I’ve heard a roar and rushed outside to see if I can
spot a plane. I never have, because we’re
surrounded by trees and because by the time the
sound has reached me the jet is long gone.

ABC News

Thunderbirds and Blue Angels pay tribute over New York City.
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This year the midshipmen of the Naval
Academy have been dispersed since spring break
because of COVID-19. Seniors are being called
back in smaller groups and carefully isolated so
they can be graduated and commissioned in
batches. Ceremonies are being filmed and
streamed online. The Blue Angels have been off
with the Air Force Thunderbirds saluting health
care workers.
The silence is deafening.

—J.V. Reistrup ’58
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Thanks To Our Contributors
notes
The editors would like to thank classmates who have contributed so interestingly and generouslyKeep
to thethose
Brown58Newsletter
. Your
and emails coming,
work for the newsletter has made fine reading—humorous, biographical, informative, revealing classmates!
and nostalgic. We hope that both you and
classmates who haven’t yet contributed will supply us with more material in the future.

Following is a list of classmate contributions to date. The list serves both to recognize them with gratitude and to provide readers with an
index to content.
Issue 1, April 2014

Harry Batchelder Jr. (Military intelligence, legal career)
Dorothy Cotten-Pemstein (Dealing with spousal loss)
Stan and Rosemarie Dobson (African trip)
George Held (Poems: “The Graft” and “Fireflies”)
John Reistrup (Newspaper days)
Issue 2, June 2014

Alfred Chapman (By son, Henry, about his father’s
mental illness)
Lois Hammersberg Lowry (Brown honorary doctor
of letters)
Edward Flattau (Global environmental challenges)
Judith Hillery (Art and wit)
Jim Furlong (Niels Bohr reminiscence)
Peter Howard (I’m a canoe)
Lee Ann Etscovitz (My gender journey)
Issue 3, November 2014

Sandy Taylor and classmates (September 26-28 minireunion). Classmates: Jane Bertram Miluski, Raya
McCully Goff, Peter Howard, Abbe Robinson
Young, Paul Johnson, Jill Hirst Scobie
Ulysses (Jim) James (Musical odyssey)
Kay Ulry Baker (Great Loop voyage)
Donald Lazere (Tenured radical)
David Finkelstein (Fish on the doorjamb)
Bruce McFadden Jr. (Story by son about Bruce Sr.’s
high school reunion)
Lois Lowry (Essay about undergrad literary life at
Brown)
Alfred Uhry (Essay about undergrad literary life at
Brown)
Letters: Henry Chapman (responses received to
inquiry on father), BJ Adams, Tom Moses, Jane
Bertram Miluski, Charles Martell, Bob Sanchez,
Bill Chadwick, Ed Flattau)
Brown ’58 Newsletter

Issue 4, May 2015

Hays Rockwell (Life in the clergy)
Bob McLaughlin (Tribute by Jim Moody)
Doria Tenca (Bicycle days)
Bob Murphy (Flying, law, music)
George Vandervoort (Still skiing)
George Held (Nature poetry)
Bob Barta (Computer fraud)
Letters: Pat Patricelli, Ulysses (Jim) James, Kay Ulry
Baker, Dave Labovitz, Dion Shea, Charlie (Gig)
Shumway, Dick Emmons
Issue 5, December 2015

Anne Walter Lowenthal (Travels with Wtewaal)
Gilbert Lugossy (Sheriff of Nottingham)
Janet Nelson Hall (A long love affair with music and a
retirement home)
Martin Plaut (The Refectory rebellion)
David Clough (An executive turns artist)
Jim Moody (The trial of Ruby, the black Lab)
Martin Ritter (If memory serves)
Donald Lazere (Book synopsis)
Letters: Lois Dean, Joe Miluski
Issue 6, June 2016

Steve Singiser (Young banker leaves NYC for
Vermont)
Ronald Offenkrantz (The shot almost seen ’round the
world)
Jill Hirst Scobie (My rainbow coalition of a family)
Peter Howard (Backyard engineering)
Edward Flattau (Green to mean)
Letters: Ron Offenkrantz, Dick Neal, Steven Kurtz,
Kirk Smith, Brody Summerfield)
Issue 7, February 2017

Sandy McFarland Taylor (October mini-reunion)
Pat Patricelli (Pat, her brother, and baseball)
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Peter Howard (A Cold War engineer)
Betsy Morriss Campbell (On her aunt the Dean)
John Reistrup (Defense of the media)
Jerry Levine (Maxcy memories)
Jim Furlong (Accidental early stroke rehab)
Paul Schaffer (Ilya Ehrenburg in Moscow)
Issue 8, January 2018

Owen Hoberman (An ark in the Berkshires)
Stan Dobson (Walking down the Hill, and Berlin in
the Cold War)
Harry Batchelder (His new online biography)
Mike Trotter (His latest book and career in Atlanta)
Dick Emmons (He taught people to fish)
Jerry Levine (Bringing Playboy to Brown)
John Reistrup (Witnessing journalism history)
Bob Sanchez (Writing letters to the editor)
Letters: Janice Terry, Bob Feldman, Owen
Hoberman, Doria Tenca, Ed Flattau
Issue 9, July 2018

Jim Furlong (Our 60th Reunion)
Jill Hirst Scobie (The Women’s Movement)
Jane Bertram Miluski (No More “Little Woman”)
Jane Fliegner Blythe (Fighting to Preserve Nature)
Larry McMaster (Raising Blueberries, A Cold War
English Major)
Harry C. Batchelder Jr. (Tribute to Gerry Alaimo)
Michael H. Trotter (Breaking Down Racial Barriers)
John Reistrup (The Brown Daily Herald’s Disgrace)

Issue 10, February 2019
Responses to our informal survey: Betsy Morriss
Campbell, Pete Howard, Peter Kopke, Bob Feldman, Lois
Hammersberg Lowry, Bill Chadwick, Ed Flattau, Jim
Keep
thoseUlysses
notes James, Bert Clark,
Mello, Al Uhry, John
Reistrup,
and emails coming,
Lois Delaney, Anne Whiton Hill, Lee Ann Etskovitz,
classmates!
Sandy McFarland Taylor, George Vandervoort.
Issue 11, December 2019

Lois Lowry (Inspiration for her next book)
More survey responses: Raya McCully Goff, Jim
Moody, Harry C. Batchelder Jr., Sandy Taylor, Pete
Howard, Ed Flattau, Bill Chadwick, Jim James, Hays
Rockwell, Jim Furlong, John Reistrup
Issue 12, July 2020

Jim Moody (A talk waiting to be given)
Lois Lowry (CANCELLED)
Alan Rosenberg (I'm proud I chose medicine)
George Held (Flight to Sag Harbor)
Jim James (Musical seasons come to an end)
Loring Smithies (We still gathering for cocktails)
Jane Bertram Miluski (We should NOT wuss out)
Steve Kurtz (My roommate caught polio)
Jill Hirst Scobie (No excuses about time)
Constance Black Engle (Cleaning out the basement)
Jim Furlong (Lockdown diary, How to glove up)
Jim Moody (A surreptitious road trip)
Raya McCully Goff (Keeping up our classes)
Larry McMaster (Being remote is a blessing)
Gil Lugossy reports from Hamilton Township)
Joe Steinfield ’61 (Taming the Fire Stick)
John Reistrup (The silence of the jets)

Brown58Newsletter Now Backed Up By Brown Digital Repository
Classmates’ contributions to the Brown58Newsletter will endure into the indefinite future.
Earlier issues are now stored and available to all at the Brown Digital Repository of Alumni Publications. The current
issue will be added after publication on our Internet website.
To see these earlier issues you can now click on: https://repository.library.brown.edu/studio/collections/id_802/
Publication in the Digital Repository is intended for long-term availability. For the foreseeable future, new issues will
appear first on our own WordPress website: https://brown58newsletter.com/
Older issues also are stored on the website.
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A Talk Waiting To Be Given (Continued from Page 1)
Chris has worked to have a close relationship with the Naval War College in
Newport. She has looked after veterans by setting up an Office of Military
Affiliated Students and has fully supported the Veterans Day Memorial
Ceremony every November. Although there are no formal ROTC units at
Brown, individual students can participate in the ROTC programs of three
services—Army, Air Force and Navy—by drilling with the units at Providence
College, Clark University and Holy Cross. As a veteran and an NROTC
graduate of Brown, I say thank you!

Keep those notes
and emails coming,
classmates!

I have one last point to make if you will allow me. All of you here are class
officers or heavily involved with Brown. Part of the success of our class has
been using the talents that lie within the class. Granted, that is easier to do
when most are retired and not working every day. Within our class we found
two retired newspaper editors who were hankering to get back in the business.
I might add parenthetically that they were once a key part of the Brown Daily
Herald staff. They have generated a class newsletter that is second to none.
THE MOODY FAMILY: Jim Moody
There have been 11 issues so far, and our classmates’ contributions go well
and his family paid their respects to
Butch Bruno on a visit to Brown.
beyond the informative but space-limited items we see in the Brown Alumni
Magazine; they are soul-searching articles about life’s experiences. The two
editors, Jim Furlong and John Reistrup, were honored by this group last fall and the newsletters are now in the
Brown University library archives. We have also taken advantage of our class talents at the various Mini Reunions
we have held. So. I can only recommend that you try to tap into the talent pool residing within your classes and
enhance your class experiences.
And so in closing, let me again say THANK YOU on behalf of myself and my class and reiterate that the Brown
University each of you knew upon graduation is not the Brown now. It is a dynamic Institution and so it must be.
And for the Class of 1958, it is on to the next Mini Reunion. Ever True!
—Jim Moody
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